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What if we could transform our skin into the 
most intelligent, smart, interactive technolog!
ical device? What if our skin would be able 
to exhibit all kinds of internal data about our 
body’s biochemistry and nervous system? 
What if our skin, our thin and fragile surface, 
was the most profound and powerful part of 
our body?

The skin is the biggest organ of the body. It 
is the body’s frontier, its physical limit and 
delimitation, its surface, its border. The skin 
functions as a membrane-wall of protection 
as well as an opaque boundary concealing 
the body from the outside. But the skin is also 
what exposes the body to the exterior world, 
what opens up the body, connecting it with 
the outside. Thus, paradoxically, the skin is at 
the same time what encloses and what opens 
up the body. For centuries, the only way to 
see the interior of the body, underneath the 
skin, was by anatomical interventions done 
to dead corpses. Only recently, medicine was 
able to overcome the opacity of the skin by 
using technologies such as X-ray, Ultra-sound, 
Computed tomography (CT) or magnetic res!
onance imaging (MRI), among many others. 
Nowadays, another big step is being done. 
What was available only through medical ex!
ams may now be easily shared by technologi!
cal tattoo which emits data through signs and 

colours inscribed in and on the skin. Through 
"#$%!"&""'', skin becomes the body’s biggest 
exposure. The enclosed mysterious body is 
now transformed in pure transparency as if 
body becomes naked.

To be or not to be human. That is the question.
Nowadays, it is interesting to realize that one 
of the most ancient practices of body inscrip!
tion such as tattooing2 becomes a recent area 
of research in science and technology. Many 
laboratories have taken tattooing into the 
world of artificial intelligence. Close to a sci!
ence-fiction scenario, tech-tattoo is now on 
the way of becoming the most intelligent body 
device, transforming humans into cyborgs. 
Made of nanotech electronic components 
such as electro-conducive ink or fabric tape, 
bio-sensors, curvy wires, thermo-chromic ink, 
and sometimes also imitation gold leaf metal 
inscribed over the skin, technological tattoo is 
exponentially expanding. Even if still tempo!
rary because conductivity is lost through skin’s 
natural resistance, tech-tattoo aims at becom!
ing a permanent bio-smart device.
There are two kinds of tech-tattoos nowadays.!
One is inscribed in the skin, as a traditional 
tattoo but with a special ink that is linked to 
Wi-Fi devices. A recent yet already famous ex!
ample is a tattoo which can reproduce a sound 
that is previously memorized in the drawing.!

First, an audio clip is uploaded in the website 
of C20.%D')0'. company and then a certified 
artist will grave it in the skin as a traditional 
tattoo but with a conductive ink which is con!
(#$"#)* "'* "%#*C20.%D')0'. app. The way this 
app scans the tattoo is similar to some apps 
that scan QR codes. It is called the C'-./@1;$%
"1))''™ and it was invented in April 2017, 
by the tattoo artist Nate Siggard, who shared 
his invention in a video on Facebook that im!
mediately went viral (over 150 million views 
during the first month). He then created the 
C20.%D')0'. company, specialized in what he 
expresses as “personalized Augmented Reality 
Tattoos.”4 (Fig. 1.) The other kind is a tattoo that 
is glued over the skin and disappears by wash!
ing like the fake tattoos that some kids use. Ti!
tled E-'%(20.+*E'->6$%C20.*',*"$5#%"1)+-* "%./*
temporary tech-tattoo belongs to a new gen!
eration of flexible nano materials. The future 
perspective is that they will become a daily 
life’s device (Fig. 2).

Due to the fast-technological evolution and to 
their cheap and easy process of fabrication, 
tech-tattoos are being appropriate for an enor!
mous range of concrete purposes having direct 
impact in daily life. They may have utilitarian 
purposes such as providing a payment system, 

tracking individuals in space, or giving instruc!
tions to the Wi-Fi devices to which the tattooed 
subject may be connected. Or they may have a 
deeper bio-medical-political dimension when, 
$393 they make possible measuring the body’s 
temperature, the heart beats, the level of alco!
hol or the blood pressure, supervising fitness, 
computing sleep patterns, in a word, monitor!
ing vital, bio-metric data.

There are at least two main methodologies for 
producing smart tattoos: synthetic biology and 
nanotechnology. Synthetic biology! operates 
skin!genetic manipulation. It may produce a 
cell that gets coloured when it detects bio!
chemistry changes in the body, thus rendering 
the tattoo visible and coloured. Nanotech!
nology manipulates matter on the nano scale 
(1-100 nano meters). Instead of using solid 
pigment particles like in standard tattoos, nan!
otechnology uses hollow microcapsules which 
can be filled with diverse materials, depending 
on the tattoo function. 

All these technological advances on smart tat!
"''/+*&,#*0/#)*for military!purposes by detect!
ing poisons in the air, by discovering pathogens 
in soldiers or by recognizing when soldiers are 
stressed or hurt. Tech-tattoo has already and 
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will have further in the future a great value in 
medical uses. One example:!Harvard Medical 
School and MIT have been developing a proj!
ect called “Dermal Abyss.” This project aims at 
identifying the levels of glucose and sodium in 
the blood to help in diabetes medical care. In 
this case, tattoo is made with a smart ink that 
$'("&.(/*colorimetric and fluorescent 1.'/#(!
sors which transforms the skin into a colour 
sign emitter of biochemical changes in the 
body. Depending on blood glucose, sodium or 
pH levels, the skin emits various shades of co!
lours. It can become pink or purple depending 
on the pH level, it can go from blue to brown 
depending on blood glucose, or even fluores!
cent under ultraviolet light depending on sodi!
um level (Fig. 3).
Another example: Carson Burns, a researcher 
in molecular nanotechnology at the University 
of Colorado, is developing a tattoo that goes 
from invisible to coloured spots when the skin 
is overexposed to sun light and to UV rays. 
Powered by solar energy, this tech-tattoo has 
in its micro particles an UV sensitive colour 
changing dye. Working as an alert, appearing 
only when the skin is overexposed to UV ra!
diation, this tattoo may help in the sunburn or 
cancer prevention (Fig. 4).
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question.
Technological tattoo is incredibly expanding. 
However, it is important to notice that the in!
vestment being done in this kind of technology 

from international companies allied with re!
search centres and science laboratories makes 
the biopolitical power of tech-tattoo very 
clear. In a control society as we already live in, 
tech-tattoo is a big step into the reinforcement 
of individual’s control. With tech-tattos, data 
emission on individuals’ lives is done, not just 
from the cell phone but from bio-nano-sen!
sors of a body artificial device. The cell phone 
–– which is already a smart tool –– is able to 
spread lots of information about our move!
ments, GPS location, tastes, social milieus, 
number of daily steps, $)53 But the tech-tat!
too with its bio-nano-sensors goes deeply by 
informing about the diseases, the genetics, 
the very chemistry of each individual. And in 
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providing all this multitude of inner, intimate 
data, tech-tattoo is in total, instantaneous, and 
permanent connection with the control tech!
nologies around us. Besides emitting data, 
tech-tattoo is also capable of sensing, measur!
ing, and analysing data. Therefore, we may say 
that “bio-wearable” tech-tattoo turns the body 
into a digital cyborg exempted from privacy 
and, moreover, it transforms the body into a 
bio-tech surface, a smart and quantifiable can!
vas. Tech-tattoo is thus a truly control device, 
which can be easily used by power structures.

In “Post-Scriptum on Control Societies” (1990), 
Gilles Deleuze analyses the shift from the dis!
ciplinary society, which extends from the 18"%*
century to the last decades of the 20"% century, 

to the control society. This shift happens with 
the emergence of a diffuse world-capitalism 
aligned with digital devices able to control 
individuals in their personal activities and 
consumption habits. In disciplinary societies 
described by Michel Foucault,8 all activities 
were framed in specific architectonic build!
ings (schools, hospitals, fabrics, $)53) where 
individuals were fixed in space and time and 
could be controlled by central structures. Time 
and space dictated life, in a transcendent 
mode. Now, in control societies, individuals 
become digital nomads. No matter where and 
when, they are flowing in a global web, sub!
jected to an immanent control.
Deleuze seems to be terribly prescient. In the 
early 90s, two years before Tom Barnes Lee’s 
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Unlike Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon, with a 
centralized focal point from which the disci!
plined activity of individuals is monitored, 
in control society, a diffuse, widespread, and 
decoded matrix of information controls the 
individuals’ body and behaviour all the time 
and everywhere. The “Panopticon” becomes 
a “Superpanopticon”: more subtle, invisible, 
close and so intimate that it turns to be al!
most indifferent. We know that we are being 
watched, but we are not forced to be in a spe!
cific place. On the contrary, we are encour!
aged to move and not to worry about being 
watched. This normalization of surveillance 
has become immanent to the modern body 
and will become even more internalized with 
the spread of tech-tattoo.

1 PhD in Philosophy from the University of Paris 8 
(2007), researcher at the Faculdade de Ciências da 

creation of the World Wide Web, Deleuze 
stresses that the subject produced by a con!
trol society is a navigator (a surfer) in a glob!
al floating world: “"#$% /0(50*60.1+<%&1.%@1(%
1% /0(5'.)0.-'-(% *+'/-5$+% ',% $.$+9<=% >-)% )#$*
(->F$5)%',%5'.)+'6% 0(%-./-61)0.9=% 0.%'+>0)=% 0.%1%
continuous network. Everywhere surfing has 
16+$1/<%+$*615$/%)#$%'6/%(*'+)(3”9

Now, the body is no longer an independent 
and autonomous entity, living almost anony!
mously, as it used to be in disciplinary soci!
eties. In control societies, the body becomes 
an entity within the global digital world. It is 
part of an infinite database of power structures 
which, through digital devices, have a perfect 
and total command of the individual’s life, 
even if only while taking a walk in the street. 
Modern body has become the locus of con!
stant social management, a satellite unit or 
–– precisely by means of tech-tattoo –– even a 
control device in itself.
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